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Purpose
To evaluate the tumor response to simultaneous application of radiation (RT) and local hyperthermia (LHT) applied with a new microstrip applicator in experiments in vivo.

Materials & Methods
Female rats (strain IEPOR bred, with a body weight of 175-200g) bearing subcutaneous Guerin carcinoma were used. Tumors were transplanted into the right flank. Animals were kept in Makrolon cages bedded with dust free wood granulate, and had free access to a standard diet and tap water. All experiments had been approved by the regional animal ethics committee. A treatment was initiated when the tumors were approximately 1.0-1.2 m³ in volume (day 7-8 after tumor transplantation). LHT was administered using a new device with special designed microstrip applicator (19x16 mm) operating at 434 MHz. Tumor temperature was measured by means of semiconductor thermoprobes (0.7 mm diameter). Hyperthermic treatment was as a single (43°C, 60 min). Irradiation was carried out using a 190 kV (current 10 mA, HLV = 0.5 mm Cu + 1.0 mm Al) X-ray machine (RUM-17, Russia). The dose rate was 1.23 Gy/min. Total doses of RT were 5, 10 and 15 Gy. Tumors were treated in a single exposure. RT was commenced on the 15th min of LHT (temperature under tumor 43°C as usually). The combined RT and LHT treatment was feasible, any kind of serious complications were not registered. It was obtained only that the combined treatment (LHT+RT, 10 Gy) resulted in the skin response in one-third of animals (moderate erythema) and in 10% of animals – severe erythema, radiation alone (10 Gy) did not resulted in any skin reaction.

It was found increases in Pi and decreases in ATP and PDE levels radiation with a dose of 15 Gy (24 and 48 h after RT). Radiation (5, 10 and 15 Gy) combined with LHT resulted in the more strength effect on tumor metabolism.

The evaluation of antitumor efficacy of the simultaneous application of RT and LHT has been performed in the two experimental groups: 1) LHT (43°C, 45 min), RT was started on the 15th
min of heating (5 Gy or 10 Gy, as a single fraction). 2) RT (5 Gy or 10 Gy) 1.5 hr before heating (43°C, 45 min). It was shown that the value of ITG and the number of CR were the same after application of RT (5 Gy) combined with LHT in simultaneous regime and after RT (10 Gy) supplemented with LHT in consequent regime. The number of cured rats was increased by a factor of 1.5 in group “RT + simultaneous LHT” in comparison with such in group “RT + consequent LHT” for both radiation doses. Simultaneous radiation and heat gave tumor thermal enhancement ratio of approximately 1.7-2.0.

**Conclusion**

A new system for LHT is feasible and convenient for exploitation in the experimental studies; the simultaneous application of RT and LHT provided by means of a new HT system resulted in an improved tumor response: the inhibition of tumor bioenergetic status was found to be more profoundly, the increase of the numbers of tumor complete response and cured rats were observed, the enhancement of skin response to radiation was not registered under simultaneous using of RT and heating. The evaluation of tumor responses to RT using in other doses in combination with simultaneous LHT to assess the therapeutic gain factor is under investigation.
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